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Police Prepare
For Crowd Of
20,000 Partiers
By ERICA N. Hoi.u:v-M \RTIN
Hilltop Staff Writer
Many in the Howard community are questioning the Uni\,ersity's ability to protect students
after last week's clash between s1udents and
police in front of the Howard Plaza Towers. However, security officials at the University assure students that Homecoming will go smoothly.
"We're mobilizing the entire Campus Police
Department as we did in the past and we have
more assistance from the 3rd District of the Metropolitan Police than we did in the past," said
Chief of Campus Police Reginald L. Smith, Sr.
"We have an increased level of contract security
also in order to ensure enough security for 1he
amount (of people) expected."
Officials are expecting more than 20,000 people this weekend. The Yard Fest on Friday is
expected to attrac1 15,000 attendants and Greene
Stadium will hold 11,000 spectators during Sa1urday's game. Smith said that these are comfortable numbers for security 10 handle. He added
chat there were no major problems or events that
occurred in previous years and chis year, he
expec1s 1he same. Yee, 1he Police Chief does not
feel chat the added security is the sole solution to
any problems that may occur during the festivities. He feels that responsibility also lies on the
students and chose in attendance.
"I would hope that we have law-abiding people that would like to come and take part in the
Homecoming festivities in hopes of enjoying
themselves and not to be a disrupti,,e force. If that
happens. we will be left with no alternalive, but
to cake the appropriate law enforcement action."
In response to the questionable ability of the
Campus Police to maintain order during the
Homecoming events, Smith assures thal his team
is well equipped and feels they should nol be
See Sec11ril)\ A/0

Homecoming
Safety Tips
L Always walk in well Iii areas.
2. Do 1101 accepl rid~s from people you do
not kno\\c
3. Trnvel in large groups, especially if traveling by foot. Do not walk alone.
4. Always be responsible for the guests Ihat
you check in to dorms.
5. If you are indulging in a drink at the club,
do not leave your cup unattended.
6. Try 10 stay out of "heated" discussions
and situations.
-ER1c, N. Hou FY•M,,1n1N

Hawthorne, Smith Delight In
Shining Moment at Pageant
By ERICA N. H Ol.l.F.Y•M ARTrN
Hilltop Staff Writer
Vallyn Lea Smith, Miss College of Arts
and Sciences, and Joseph N. Haw1horne,
Mr. School of Communications, took
home 1he crowns as Miss and Mr. Howard
University at the annual Homecoming
pageant Friday.
Ebony Warren, Miss School of Com•
munications was awarded first runner-up,
along with Mr. College of Engineering,
Architecture & Computer Sciences, Derek
Rodgers. Miss School of Engineering,
Architecture & Computer Sciences,
LaVonne Burke, and Mr. School of Business, Ricco Davis Jr., held the spots for
second runners-up.
Smith and Hawthorne walked away
with the titles afler a fiercely competitiw
pagean1 that will be no1ed for its seamless
execution as well as i1s eye-brow raising
outcome.
Many s1udents in 1he audience had
picked Olutosin Mensah Burrell, Mr. Col•
legc of Arts and Sciences, and Ebony
Warren, Miss School of Communications,
as the winners. But flubbed answers during the ques1ion and answer period by
both Burrell and Warren kept them from
1hecrown.
Haw1horne, who made a point to break
the stereotypical image of Mr. Howard by
sporting shoulder-length s1raigh1 hair,
answered his question without a flaw.
When asked what Howard University
should do in the face of 1he closing of
other his1orically black colleges and uni•
versi1ies, Hawthorne :in,\\tred 11,at the
University should elevate ibelf to a high•
er level, in order meet 1he needs creat,:d
hy lhe closures.
The winners ol the cities were both
e,ccllent in their performances. From the
beginning it seemed that Smith dominat•
ed with her 1hea1rical recitation during the
talent segment.
She also did well m the question and
answer segmen1 when asked about lhe
por1rnyal of Africun-Americans in media
today. Smith. who is an :llipiring Broadway
nctre,s, was obviously grateful for her
success.
"When I got here Ias1 year I saw :111 of
the wonderful things that Howard had 10
offer and a1 the same time I saw things tha1
I could add to Howard to make it c,,en bet•
1er." the beaming New Jersey native said.
"I think that being Miss Howard is all that
you make ii. If you're going 10 take the title

1'11o«o B) (1,andr., And<Nl<i
Joseph N. 11n..1honie nnd \llllyn Le:, Smith "ere cronned Hiday 11!¢,t as Mr. and Miss Howard lnh'Croil), ~forl) s.sid the p:,geant nu., one oflhe b<st·

nm Homecom.in1t pageant'i In recent nlCmory.

th, Hp H ~orru:rl~inr behin<l JI

-

do com•

munity service, do programs for your
,chl ,I. for )OUrcomrnunit)" and un1vcrsi•
ty."
The new Mr. Howard. a native of Va.•
excelled in every segment of the competition. The Radio, TV, Film major seems
to have a definite plan for his upcoming
responsibilities as Mr. Howard.
.. , plan to represent the s1udents with0111 appearing 10 be above the students. I
jus1 want to keep my head grounded and
stay focused and reach e,..,rybody at their
level," H,twthorne said. "I believe that I
can reach a lot of people that never really
wanted anything 10 do with whac Howard
offered, because I can relate. I want to be
an example tha1 anybody, 111ybody can
achieve."
The compe1i1ion was hosted by Chairman of the Homecoming Steeri11g Committee 2000. S1even A. Claiborne, and

Miss M"r~ land li.SA 2000. Ch, isti<
Davis, a 2000 alumna
·'J was so proud of all of the con1c,1an1s.
They are all winners. Unfonunately not all
of them could walk a"ay with the title
1onigh1, but they should all feel as if they
achieved some1hing," said Davis.
The even1 was highlighted with performances from the Howard University
Bisonettes and student gospel group,
Covenant. Mr. and Miss Howard of l 9'l9,
Ronald Hysten and April Titomas. gave a
duo performance and ,har<-d emotion as
they took their fin3J walk as the 1999
Royal Court
"I am so excited," suid p;ige.mt coordi
nntor, Aurellia Anderson, as she was congratula1ed by friends. "All of 1he con1es1an1s were so wonderful throughout the
four weeks tha1 we've worked together. I
acmally looked forward 10 1wo hours of
prac1icing wi1h them everyday. We worked

/lo hJrd and t came out tne v.ay it""-'

to he:·
Howe, er. lhe joyous C\'<0I \\as slightly
tainted with the debate ,um,und1ng Miss
School of Communications. Ebony Warren. The 28-year-old Wanen, who has
been competing m pageant, since the age
of three. holds m,my title, including Miss
Black USA '93, Mtss DC Black Worl<I
'96, and Mtss Black 1-lomla. She also
held 1hc mlc ol
Scho,,I of (\>mmu•
rncanr

M,"

nications ·~. hut \\,1\tl f.~r 1\\:ncJ lx."<.;.tu~
she ''-L' no1 a v,1hd s1udent

Many people felt ii was unfair for some•
one o f \V,irf"\"n·s status ro parLJcipate.
Anderson ,aid there are currently no reg•
ula1ions that restrict the p;irucipation of
someone with e>.tensive e,perience in
page:un compe1i1ion,.
Warren defended her right 10 hold the
title of Miss School of Communications.
Plell\t' s,.e !'ngea111, .110

The Occasion

For Bison, Fourth Quarter Spells Victory The Lure of a
Football Team Defeats North Carolina A &T in 17-16 Thriller
Timeless Tradition
By CIIRIS CooP•:11
Hilltop Staff Wri1er

The monkey was ripped off of
Howard's back Saturday af1ernoon,
as the Bison sent the North Carolina
A&T football 1ean1. along with eight
chartered buses full of Aggie fans I
back 10 North Carolina with their
1ails between tl1eir legs. In a game full
of cri1ical plays, the Bison prevailed
17-16.
11,c game proved to be a classic. as
it was not decided un1il the final min,
utes of the fourth quarter.
"Our coaches put together a great

game plan. We felt if ii was close in
1he fourth quarter we would find a
way to win," said coach Steve Wilson.
The Aggies struck the first blow
with a 22-yard field goal with 7:52
remaining in the first quarter. The
Bison retaliated with I:09 to go in the
first. Sophomore Shaun Miller
plucked a 17-yard touchdown pass
from senior Bobby Townsend. "Our
receivers made spectacular catches
today," said Wilson.
In 1he second quarter. Bison kicker Charles Card booted a 29-yard
field goal 1opu1 Howard up 10-3. NC

A&T silenced the crowd on 1he ensuing kickoff. Romando North returned
the kickoff 85 yards. The ex Ira point
kicked by Darren Da\\ kuis tied the
game at 10.
Momentum seemed to be on the
side of the Aggies, as Dawkins
kicked a 35-yard field goal with
seven seconds remaining in the half
to put the Aggies up 13-IO.
The second half saw the clock
domina1ed by the Bison and their
bevy of running backs. Senior Jermaine Hutchinson, sophomore Vincent Neclos, and freshman Jay Colbert combined for 191 yards rushing.

The Hilltop Today
Everything You Need to Know About
This Year's Homecoming Festivities Are
Detailed on the Pages of Our Special
Tuesday Issue. From Events to Suggestions on Where to Rent a Car, We've Got
This Special Week Covered.
The Hilltop. Welcome Home.

Neclos led the way as he rumbled for
86 yards.
The Aggies tacked on another
three points early in the third with a
42-yard field goal by Dawkins. This
was after a tough I0•play, 40-yard
drive, which was led by the Aggie
running garnc.

The fourth quarter saw the Bison
defense stuff the Aggie offensive
attack.
"The Buffalo soldiers rode again,"
said Wilson. The swarming Bison
defense was led by sophomore linebacker Tracy White and defensive
lineman Charles Woodall. The two
helped slow the powerful Aggie running altack. Aggie runningback Maurice Hicks, coming off a career game
against Florida A&M, was limited 10
IO I yards rushing. The Aggie passing attack held to less than I00 yards
1hrough the air. "Woodall has played
well for the pas1 couple of weeks ...
White is an awesome player," said
Wilson. White who was a dominant
force all game made a critical inter•
ception with 3:41 left in 1he game.
The turnover set up the game-winning drive for the Bison. The gamewinning touchdown was spetacular
as runningback l'auric Rice lobbed
the football 17 yards 10 a leaping
Jonmhan Brewer in 1he end zone.
See Football, A 10

By J \\I\T E. SPtU.Hll
Managing Edi1or
Minus the 12-hour parties, gridlock. and throngs of people Homecoming represents a time of celebration for the Howard family. Do
not be fooled by the controversies,
Howard Homecoming is high ly
acclaimed 1hroughout the nation.
This is a time for friends and
fomily, alumni and current students
10 reconnecl in the name of the
University.
Each year the number of people
Homecoming attracts increases.
Victor Montgomery, Operations
Manager of Homecoming, said the
University expects 65,000 people
between Friday and Saturday.
This is Homecoming! It is partying on a weeknight after the Step
Show to 3 a.m. It is watching your
classma1es turn into models .tnd
stroll half-naked across a stage in
Cmmton Auditorium without the
administration complaining. It is
late night rehearsals, school
pageants. and more rehearsals 10
vie for the chance 10 don the crown
of Mr. or Miss Howard, Homecoming is maxing out your credit

Pho10 By Jasoo T. Smi1h
If if~ October. 1hrn it mml he time ror
anothl'r I lomN'omin,J!. lb.is wa, lht-"',C,.'fflt
on the·'l hnr• duri11~ l lonu."OOruinR:2000's
openinJ: Cl'.ffiUOtl).

card to make sure your wardrobe is
past "diva-tude" on the fashion
meter. Others may chink it's
unheard of, bu1 it isn't.
See Occasio11, AJ0
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HOMECOMING ·- 2000
Gospel Concert Invigorates Crowd

ibices &

By TIFFANY BROWNE
Hilltop Staff Writer

Views
Looking back over the years,
what is your most memorable
Homecoming experience?

"Besides being crowned Mr. Howard
1999-2000 last year, my most memorable Homecoming experience was
Homecoming 1998! That year the concert was at The Burr with Outcast,
Goodie Mob, Tha Dogg Pound, Youngbloods, and a whole bunch of other
people. Also, Cash Money at Club
Bravo was off the hook!"
- Ronald Hysten,
Senior theater arts major

•

•'

"When I was in high school and I came
to Howard and saw Notorious B.I.G. in
a big yellow outfit talking on a cell
phone in front of Blackburn."
- Chinelo Cambron
Senior systems and
computer sciences major

The praises were flowing as concert. goers filled Crnmton Audi1oriurn, 1his past
Sunday for 1he annual Homecom ing
Gospel Concert.
Wi1h 1he 1heme, ,.Yet Praise Him," the
concert fcarured national recording artis1s
Trin-Flee 5:7, and Maurene Brown-Clark.
The concert also fea1ured local gospel
.groups. The Gideon Band, The Grea1er
Moun! Calvary Holy Church Young Aduh
and Praise Him Tham and other performers. Concert c-00rdina1or, Monique Rolle,
hopes thal Sunday"s show was presented
as a re-birth of gospel music. Rolle s1a1ed
1ha1 lasl year's gospel concer1 was filled
wi1h tradi1ional music.
Gospel ar1is1s such as Hezekiah Walker
and John Hart were among those who performed at last year"s event.
"I don·1wan1 to knock old school gospel
because ii is s1ill good, bu1 the times have
changed," said Rolle. In selecling each
group for 1he performance, Rolle was hop-

ing 10 attract a younger audience.
Each of the highlighled performers pre•
sen1ed a formulation ofR&B.jazz, and hip
hop within their music. This combination
of music genres has attracled an audience
tha1 a1firs1 glance may not have acknowledged a 1es1imony 1hrough song.
Trin-1-lee 5:7 is one of the many mainstream gospel ar1is1s that have broken the
mold and have reconnected secular music
lisleners wilh gospel music. They have
proved lhis af1er selling more 1han 400,000
copies of their self 1i1led debul album.
Their sophqmore album, Spiri1ual Love.
was recen1ly released.
Maurene Brown-Clark. who has performed wilh gospel harpis1 Jeff Majors,
released an album in 1998 enlitled How I
Feel. The Bahirnore na1ive offers a jazzy
style of vocals 1ha1has been compared 10
the style of Yolanda Adams.
Wi1h tracks such as "Breaking of Day"'
and ·•No Rocks:· Brown-Clark delivers a
message 1hat is nol only inspirational. but
is sure to grab the a11en1ion of secular
music lisleners.

The Gideon Band took gospel music a
s1ep further. Once on s1age. they shocked
1he audience with a different style of
gospel. Their s1yle consis1ed of a mix of
aherna1ive and R&B. One of lhe songs
performed by 1he band, delivered a message thal poin1ed out tha1 Jesus is the solu1ion 10 a damaged he~rt afler a rela1ionship
breakup. Their songs ranged from devo1ion
wilh 1he Lord 10 intimacy with the Lord.
Michael Speaks was ano1her performer.
A former R&B singer, Speaks refused 10
let the music indusiry dic1a1e his "gif1" of
singing. He presented a hip hop and R&B
s1yleof music. Speaking briefly on his former career. Speaks 1old the audience 1ha1
an allerna1ive [opposi1e .if what 1he world
says] musl be given 10 1he young people.
The mistress of ceremonies was
Dr.Debyii ' Thomas. a professor in 1he
School of Communica1ions and clergy
member of Hunler Memorial AME
Church in Sui1land. MD. The audience
welcomed Minislers uf Music, a DC area
based group, performed harmonious praises.

The group is a combinalion of various
DC area minislers of music. At Sunday"s
performance, 1he group was dawned in
their Afro centric auire and a delivered
each song with the highesl praise. Howard
Universi1y's own Gospel Choir also delivered praise, wilh 1heir jazzy style as a
member played the saxophone on a song
called ··1 love Him:·
As explained by the coordina1or, Rolle:
1he gospel concert is aboul reaching oul to
others .
,.ll's not about numbers:· said Rolle.
Allhough Rolle would like the idea of a
large audience, she would be con lent wi1h
the 1hough1 1ha1 people walked away from
the concerl wi1h a changed auiiude and
wi1h a changed heart.

Fashion Show to Explore Trendy Side of Howard
By E RICKA N, GOODMAN
Hilhop Slaff Wriler
This year·s
Homecoming Homecoming
Helper
fash ion show
promises 10
Event: Fashion Show
delve deep inio
Cost:
$12.50. sludenlS;
the diversity of
$15.50
general admisthe imti1u1ion's
sion.
i mmense
sense of fashDate: Thursday
ion.
With
Place & Time: Cramrespecl 10 Ilic
Ion Audilorium. 7 p.m.
Iheme "EIIK'.
E l emen t s
2000, the show
wi ll emphasize all aspecls of high fashion.
The show is Oct 26 in Cram1on Audi10-

rium from 7 to 9:30 p.m.
Fash ion show coordinators have
promised a show unlike any 01her, including exclusive designers . '"This is no1 a 1shirt and jeans l)'pe of show:· explains cocoordinalor; Bradford Wilson. genetics
grndua1e srnden1. The show will femure
Cou1ure ensembles by Jean-Paul Guahicr, Oscar de la Rentn, Chrislian Dior and
more of 1he fashion elile. The urban looks
of Avirex, Sean John, and Phal Farm will
1.ruly entice the urban chic. Along wi1h featured designs by alumna Eboni While and
S1Uden1 designer . Cecily Stuar1 1his year·s
show will be excep1ional.
A talented array of 65 s1udents will be
featured on the runway. The differenl faces
of Howard will be fea1ured from short 10
1all . dark and light Wi1h practices 1wice

Don'tDink
and Drive.
It's the Law.

.
•

a week, 1he dedica1ed models hope 10 gain
exposure from 1he acclaimed show.
Chris Ezell. senior broadcasl journalism
major . hopes his last homecoming show
helps ··1ead 10 my uhima1e goal of modeling professionally:·
The show femures some model s who are
no strangers 10 1he runway. ··Jes like a second job. I've been in every show since my
firs1 year and I love 1he spo11igh1.'· said
Caren Carner. senior political science
major. Carner has been modeling ,ince
seven1h grade.
Crnm1on audi1orium will provide ne,·erbefore-seen special effecls. There will also
be a live 13-piece band led by Charles ·'DJ
Spoon·· Spencer.
'·The band has a Lucy Pearl type of
sound." said co-coordina1or. Rochelle

Andrews. senior biology major.
Gran Webb Hair Academy will provide
the hhair crea1ions and make up will be
done by expert ar1is1 Reggie Ray.
The coordina1ors said 1hey plan for each
scene to s1eal the show...Each scene in 1he
,how is an elemenl of sorne1hing else:·
said Wayneue Henry, senior an1hropology
major.
Andrews and Wilson are remaining
tightlipped when ii comes to answering
questions regarding 1he bare all fashions
1ha1 have exci1ed audience, in 1he past.
There will be only one showing of the
fashion show.

•
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Have a Safe 2000
Homecoming
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"My first Homecoming experience was
observing alumni and students sharing
the campus grounds during the Yard
Fest. I felt the warmth that they all
once shared at th is very location. It
made happy to be a Howard student."
- Felix Sorgho
Senior studio art major
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HOMECOMING 2000
Step Show Celebrates African Roots
By ERICKA N. GOODMAN
Hilhop Staff Writer
Greek Life will take the forefront at
Howard tomorrow in Burr Gymnasium at 7 p.m. at the Homecoming Step
Show.
The theme of the show, "Rebir1h of
Africa... asserts the connection and
pays homage to the organizations'
African roots. The step show will feature all nine historically black Greek
letter organizations. The event will
feature a conglomerate of dance,
stepping, acting, singing, and creativity . It will allow each fraternity and
sorority to compete for overall best
performance.
The show will also feature an exhibition performance of The Alpha
Omega Steppers for Christ, who will
not be judged in the competition. The

ra. 'The show will delve
show will be hosted by
MC Suede from New Homecoming deep into our African herH elper
itage through contempoYork. However, unlike
rary stepping based in
last year there will no Event: Step ShOw
African roo1s and rhythm...
amateur performances
by local talent. "Because Co5 1: $lS-SH
said Keith Gill, junior
all nine organizations Dato: Wednesday
COBIS major. Gill is a
are performing there Place & limo: Burr
member of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity, Inc. He
will be no fillers, just Gym, 7p.m.
FYI: Early ticket pur- guaranteed the show will
straight step show," said
Step Show Coordinator chasing and arrival is span the generation gap
strongly suggested
Kara Sax. a junior mar- due to lhe estimated and be an entertaining, yet
keting major. The show large crowd.
informative performance.
will feature all Howard
"My vision for Howard
Chapters, excluding Phi
students and the HU famBeta Sigma who will be
ily was to watch the show
represented by the Norfolk State Uni- and reflect on what the Mecca really
versity chapter.
is. and to g lorify and epitomize
The show will seek to capture the strength from our ancestry. We need to
essence of the University's pride in take pride in our brothers and sisters
African-American anccs1ry and before us and carry the torch;· said
African disbursement in the Diaspo- Sax.

Bernard Bourgeois. a member of
Omega Psi Phi fraternity, Inc .. ,md
senior information systems m,tjor. ,aid
the Omegas will definitely give a "
high energy. precise performance with
thunderous impact.'· The competition
will be fierce this year, so an exciting
show should be anticipated.
··1 think it's gonna be a good show
because most of the organizmions
were founded here, so they have to represent, but I wish it wa;,n't in the middle of week. so more students and
alumni could enjoy the sho";·· said
Tojiddin Salaam, a junior marketing
major. The show was booked for
Wednesday due to venue conflicts
and there will not be a second exhibition.
Fil< l'llalo

Gn."t'k Ure "ill 1ukl' tht· rorerront ut Ho,\ard 1omorn>\\ in Hurr G)mna,ium
at 7 p.m. at 1hc llomeromin1,t Step Sho\\,

Making the best of the Week

Top Ten Ways to Make Your Homecoming Memorable
By DENISE CALOWELL
Hilltop Staff Writer
I) GET TO THE CLUB EARLY.

If you plan on clubbing, early
arrival is strongly suggested. Beating the late crowd will get you cheaper prices and you know you'll be in
there when the party gets to jumping.
2) FASHION IS A MUST,

Get ready to strut on the "Yard," or
the runway as its known, in your
honest couture.
Ladies: Viva Glam 2000 is the latest trend. Rhinestones, anything
gold. hoop earrings. and knee boots.

If all else fails. flesh is always in.
Men: Timberland boots will never
go out of style, but the conservative
style of dress is in: Kenneth Cole
Collection footwear, Coogi sweaters.
denim sets, and turtlenecks.
It •snot what you wear, but how you
wear it' Name brand. fake brand or
your brand, wear whm you want and
how you want it. However, be
warned: people will be looking to
floss.
3) L ET YOUR IIF.AUTY SHINE
THROUGH.

Ladies: You have to make that trip
to the salon to ge1 your 'do done. If

you have acrylic nails, and needed a
fill-in three weeks ago, the nail shop
should be your next destination.
Guys: Don·1 feel left out. If you
need a shape-up. go get 1hat line.
Touch up the side burns. let the waves
lcick in, and you·re good 10 go.
4) I T'S ALI. ABOUT THE BEN•

range from $5-$25.

;\CTl\'n IFS.

5) DID SOMEONE SAY VISITATION?

Due to the recent safety issues in all
of 1hc dorms. (West Towers and
Meridian) visitation and security will
be an issue. Make sure all of your visitors and overnight arrangements are
in order.

JMIINS.

Money, dollar bills. scrilla, dividends, whatever you call it, you'll
need a lot of i1 to enjoy the festivities.
Not only will you need cash for new
outfits, but some should be dedicated to clubbing. transportation and the
different Homecoming events. Prices

6) DON'T DRINK AND DRt Vt:;.

If you plan on getting toasted and
lciclcing it until you can·1 see straight.
have a designated driver or extra
money for a cab to get home safely.
7)

ATTEND THE F'ORGOTTF.:S

You m.iy want to check out a chapel
service. A part of Homecoming that
people sometime, forget. the service
should provide you with in,p,ratton
to continue through the week:

P~" D f. I).

How much clas, do you expect to
mis,? Although this is a time to celebrate and have a good time. don·t
forget about )0Ur academic,. If )oU
don't ha\'C to ,l,p class or lea\'e class
earl}; then don't! Homeco,n,n~ lasts
for one week. the , emcster continue,
until December. Try to balance ch"'

....................................................

a n g u a r

Career s@ Vanguard.
The difference is you.
At The Vanguard Group, the world's largest pure no-load mutual fund company, we're
committed to staying at the forefront of our industry. We invest considerable resources to
ensure our people have the skills they need to keep us there. As a crew member, your training
doesn't stop after our comprehensive orientation program; it's an integral part of your job.

Vanguard recruiters will be interviewing for financial positions:

Howard University
Thursday, November 9th

'

.

Sign up for an interview:

Center for Professional Development
School of Business by Wednesday, October 25th!
At Vanguard you'll enjoy a competitive salary and exceptional benefits such as: career
development and training, 401(k) and investment plan, tuition reimbursement, fitness
center, sports leagues, entertainment discounts, and much more.
T he Vanguard Group values diversity. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer. D rugfree/smoke-free environment. Drug-screening employer.

www.vanguard.com
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9) Wmms rRO\t THE" tSF,
EnJuy the festivities and make the
mo,1 out of your time.

8) Ct. \SSF'.S IIA\ls ,oT llH'I st~-

d est i...................
n at i o. ..n:
....................................................
..... ..........................
V

and festivity. this could result in the
doom of your schola\lic career. Make
sure you make the right choices.

10) A ,n t. \S l'I.\, IIE S.\rn!
Travel ,n group,. ca1ch the Metro or
'"ul li>r the ,hunlc. Homecoming is
a time for u, to enjo) . bu1 visitors
1\111 roam throughout campu,. So.
"hile ha\',ng }Our fun. be extra cautiou,.
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Genesis2000: A New Dawning
Schedule of Events
'

•

Friday, October 20, 2000

Mr./Miss Ilowanl Pageant

Cramton Auditoriun1

7 p.1n.

llowarc.1 vs. NC A&·1·

Greene Staditun

12 Jl.lll .

Homecoming Coronation Ball

Blackbum Ballroom

8 p.m.

Call to Chapel

Rankin Chapel

I I a.m.

Gospel Concert

Cramton Auditorium

6 p.nl.

Libation/Fireworks Ceremony

Main Yard

8 p.m.

Monday, October 23, 2000

Variety Show

Cramton Auditorium

7 p.m.

Tuesday, October 24, 2000

Comedy Show

Cramton Auditorium

8 p.m.

Wednesday,
October 25, 2000
•

StepSho,v

Burr Gymnasium

7 p.nl.

lbursday, October 26,2000

Fashion Show

Cramton Auditorium

7 p.m.

Friday, October 27, 2000

Family Re1mion/Yardfest

Main Yard

12 noon

Concert

Club2:K:9

8 p.m.

Homecoming Parade

Route TBA

9 -t la.m.

Homecoming Game

Greene Stadium

12 noon

Call to Chapel

Rankin Chapel

I I a.m.

Saturday, ( >ct<)hcr 21, 2()()(1

Sunday, October 22, 2000

Saturday, October 28, 2000

Sunday, October 29, 2000

.

AnnourJ. Blackbt1m Center • Suite 109

·

(202) 806-5426
Fax(202)806-5427

Wasl,ington, DC 20059
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i Old School Flavor,

Fire In the Sky

, New School Vibe
Featured At Concert
By JOZEN CUM~IINGS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard University's pa~I Homecomings have
brought notable ar1i,1s such as Notorious B.I.G. and
Omkas1. and 1his year is certainly no exception 10
tradition. The :ir1ists performing this year include
Biz Markie. Camron. Ludacriss. and Prodigy
amongst others. The
2000 Howard Universil/ Homecoming con- Homecoming
cen will a11emp110 treat
Helper
students 10 array of hip
Event: Concert
hop navors 10 please
everyone·s 1as1e.
Cost: $25 and under
Biz Markie is surely
Date: Friday
an artist who will bring Place & Time: Club
a 1as1e of some old
2:K:9 , 2009 8th St.
school navor. Camron
is coming to perform
N.W.. 8 p.m.
j us1 :1 couple weeks
after the release of his
sophomore album. S.D.E. Camron's charming looks
and winy lyricism will be sure 10 draw a large crowd
of females to the concert. Newcomer Ludacriss, the
first 10 be signed on the Def Jani South label. will
surely gel the club crunk with his blazing single.
"What's your Fantasy." Anticipation will be high for
his show. considering he is a favorite artist on the
airwaves today and his debut album. "Back for the
First Time:· was just released on October 17th.
Prodigy is the most popular of the artists and many
are looking 10 see how he does without his right
hand man, Havoc.
There have been many questions surrounding the
Homecoming concert. most of them concerning the
venue of this year"s event. This year's concert will
be held at the nightclub 2:K:9 located at 2009 8th
St. NW.
"The venue is just not big enough," said Briuney
Ervin-Smith, a sophomore graphic design major.
Usually. the event is held m Cram1on Auditorium,
Burr Gymnasium or the D.C. Armory. Steven Claiborne, the Homecoming chair. said, "We would've

wanted the concert 10 be held in a larger venue, but
2: K:9 was the only place available in the city."
Ron G., a manager al the club. doesen·1 anticipate
any problems with housing concert auendces. He
said he believes that as long as the commiuee coordinates properly with the management and security, there should be no worries. Security al 2:K:9,
which holds a 2,000 people. will be enhanced for
the event.
Howard studen1s have also voiced their disapproval
about the late notice of who will be perform this
year.
Late last week. Claiborne said contract holdups
kept him from advertising many of the events.
"We do this 10 avoid disappointment:· said Claiborne. Incidents ,;uch as last year's sudden cancellation of 1hc Hot Boys concert were what Claiborne
wanted lo avoid.
"We do have more performers in mind, but I'm no1
going to say because those are not definite. Prodigy. Biz Markie. Camron, and Ludacriss are 1he
only performers who we definitely have coming so
far.'' he said.
Ticket prices and ad,·ertising are other issues
needed to be addressed. At press lime. ticket prices
had yet 10 be determined.
La Keisha McClary. a junior chemistry major, said
more advertising would have been nice.
"llley take it for granted that since we're Howard
students we·re naturally just going 10 show up. but
money and whose coming 10 perform is an issue 10
a 101 of s1uden1s:· she said.
Though these are only minor problems in the big
scheme of things. anticipation is still high for the
performances. Freshman marketing major Adam
Jefferson said, "I'm looking forward 10 some old
school with Biz Markie, and Prodigy should be a
hot show too."
According 10 Claiborne. the ,1udents are the pri•
mary concern.
"We\•e auempted 10 put 1oge1her a show 1ha1'II
keep the students entertained. This is their homecoming. and 1he staff and I have worked extremely
hard 10 give them the beM show we possibly can:·

Photo by Jnson T. Snuth
Students gathered on the Main Yard to celebrate the official opening of Howard's 2000 Homecoming. The e,l'nt
was marked \lith a brieflibationcereonn)\ and a ten minute r,reworksdispla): TI!eceremOll)"COntinued \\ith Afriron
dancing in the center of the Main Yard.
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Best Selling Authors, Poets to Visit HUB This Week·
By ERIC \ N. H ou..£V-M ARTIN
Hil llop S1aff Writer
Some very special evenis are under
way for Homecoming Weck a1 the
Howard University Bookstore. This
week expect an overflow of talent.
writers. and performances at the HU
bookstore, orHUB.
The 1rnck of events kicks off with
Blackboard best-selling aut hor
Venise Berry, whose brother, Professor Torriano Berry. teaches in the
Radio, Tulevision and Film Department al Howard. She will be signing
copies of her novel "All Of Me: A
Voluptuous Tole:· II is a story that hiL~
close to home as a black woman
stuggles with issues of we ight,
health. and self-respect. She will visit
the HUB on romorrow at 5:30-7:00
p.m.
The HUB then welcomes Tracy

Price-Thompson, an up and coming
author who will be signing copies of
her debut novel, ··Black Coffee·· on
Friday at 2 p.m.
Also on Friday, the HUB explodes
as Open Mic Poetry, Homecoming
Style, begins at 3:30 p.m. The host
of the main event wiII be renowned
poet and BlnckWords CEO Kwame
Alexander. Some of the featured per•
formers will be BlackWords Grand
Slammin' Winner Talaam Acey;
Tonya Marie Evans: Tonya Mauhews;
Faraji Salim, and more.
This is the opportunity for poets and
writers to share their abilities to
rhyme, recite. and represent. ··we
want to make the Open Mic Sessions
not only an annual event, but a week•
ly one:· says HUB Assistant Director. Mondella S. Jones. "We wan1ed
10 do it for Homecoming to boost the
interest of the students. Then we can
start an ongoing thing every Friday.

S1uden1s can come in and recite or
freestyle. Anyone who is intert.!>ted in
hosting the sessions can come:·
On Friday at 5p.m .• two debut
authors Marcus Major and Clarence
Nero, will be on hand to sign copies
of their novels. Marcus Major will
sign copies or his latest work entitled
·'Good People:· Clarence Nero, who
graduated in Howard University's
Class of I99 I with famed author.
Omar Tyree. will sign copies of his
novel ··cheekie: A Child Out of
Desire.''

Fil< Photo
Man,, authors will be on hand 10 sign books lhii week in celebration or Hm,ard'i 2000

Homecocni•~ ft:~hitks.

Just when you thought that Homecoming Week was coming to an end,
the HUB still has more Homecoming
treats. Immediately after the Homecoming game. best selling authors
Connie Brisco, Timmothy McCann
• and Mary Morrison wi ll sign copies
of their.novels. Briscoe·s latest novel
"A Long Way From Home;· received
top reviews while following in the

footsteps of her other successful
books, "S isters and Lovers," and
"B ig Girls Don't Cry." McCnnn's
novel "Always" is a wonderful successor to his best selling novel
"Until.'' Mary Morrison will be signing copies of her novel "Soul Mates
Dissipate."
Lastly, Ron Kavanaugh, publisher
of Mosaic Literary Magazine. will
also visit the HUB immediately after
the Homecoming game. Mosaic Literary Magazine is a ground-breaking
quarterly that is dedicated to AfricanAmerican and Hispanic literature. It
features profiles. book reviews. interviews, poetry, and more. Learn more
about how to get involved with the
magazine and how to subscribe to
this magazine dedicated to the works
of our people.

The Yard Fest: Not Your Typical Friday On the Green
By CARLTON J ORDAN
Deputy Managing Editor
''The Yard·· as we know it will not
exist Friday.
On October 27. from noon 10 6
p.m. it will be transformed into the
likes of a mini-carnival. Your regular
spot on ··the Yard·' won't be there, but
instead wi ll be occupied by a vendor
selling sausage links. or a huge siage
with one of your favorite artists performing. Or, perhaps a nostalgic
group of alumni that are here to participate in the first Homecoming of
the millennium will be occupying
your coveted plot of green.

The Homecoming spirit will be
thick in the air, you'll be able to smell
it, taste its
sugary
sweetHomecoming
ness. and
Helper
enjoy all
the flaEven t: Yard Fest
v o r s
Cost: Free
before
Date: Friday
your eyes.
Place & Time: Upper
Mah Quadrangle (Main
b l eeta
Yard), and the Valley
Grant,
rrom noon to 6 p.m.
coordinator of this
ye a r s

00

Fam ii y Reunion/Yard Fest promises
that srudents will be able to see a representation of all cultures and
lifestyles.
What is on the mind of many stu•
dents is whom can we expect to entertain us on the main stage during the
Yard Fest? ':'he popularity of the
"Lyricist Lounge" crew has given
them the number one spot on the festival's guest list. The performers.
Punchline . Wordsworthe. Master.
ful, and Rise and Shine plan on captivating the audience by showing
their skills of rhyming and rapping.
They are set to perform on the stage
in the Valley from noon 10 2 p.m. The

singe on 1he Main Yard i, set 10 have
other performer.. throughout the day.
In addition to he:tring good music.
the Yard FeM offers other forms of
entertainment. Have you ever Sumo
wrestled? Well, you can get your
wrestle on at the Sumo Wresting ring.
where participants suit up in padded
gear and do baule Sumo style.
There will also be free ,tulT - and
lots ofit. Thanks to sponsor.. like Pepsi
and Mountain Dew. Yard Fest goers
will be able to sample various soft
drinks in a series of taste te,ts. VIBE
magazine \\111 also be on hand with representatives from their company.
Some students complained last year

UC

about the high-priced food vendors.
Grant, the Yard Fesl coordinator.
said the Homecoming steering commince has no control of vendor
prices.
"But we can assure you the variety
of choices will please e,-e')'One·s food
tastes." ,he said. Many of the restaurant~ that wiII be here are from the
surrounding neighborhoods, she
added. You will also be able to purchase other items such as CDs. videotapes. Howard gear. and other paraphernalia.
So. you are at the Yard Fest with a
beef pauy in one hand, a bag of
Howard souvenirs in the other. and

you feel something wet drip on your
forehead.
What is it?
Rain.
Though the forecast for Friday is
favorable, Grant says provisions have
been made to shelter students under
tents just in case it rains. Unfortunately. classes won't be canceled on
Friday, but a huge crowd is expected.
So. if you feel pressured to play
hooky make sure you take the back
route to your scheduled classes. If
classes keep you from atitndiog the
Yard FeM during the afternoon. don't
fret. The Family Reunion/Yard Fest
will continue until 6 p.m.

ison!

from Oscar Mayer f oods and
HU Grads and f ormer Wienermobile Hotdoggers:

Keisha Kelly-------------------------Hotdogger Advisor. Oscar Mayer foods
Yvonne Smith-------------------·--------Sales Representative, Kraft f oods
Michell e ff orn __________________________________ prod ucer . Vanguarde Media
Al Barber_________________ University Marketing Manager, Philadelphia Inquirer
Andrea Nicholson ______________ Account Executive, Ketchum Public Relations
Aiesha Powel} ________________________Research Director, Johnson Publishing
Kim Cooper_____________________Assistant Brand Manager. Oscar Mayer foods
Wanton Davis-------------------------------Researcher . MTV Productions
Natalie Rance_____________Account Assistant, Rachel McCallister l Associates

See the Wienermobile in the Millennium Howard University Homecoming Parade
Saturday. October 28. 2000
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Joe Torry, Simply Marvelous to Serve Up
Laughs at Comedy Show Tonight
By LVNEKA LrITLE
Hilltop Staff Writer
Comedians Joe Torry and Simply
Marvelous headline tonight's come•
dy show in Cramton Auditorium at 7
p.m. The show, entitled ''This Smile's
For You," is dedicated to Prince
Jones. a Howard University student
who was killed last month by a Prince
George's County police officer.
The comedians, both of whom were
regulars on Def Comedy Jam. have a
lot of pressure on them to live up to
last year's show, which those in atten•
dance believe was the best event of
homecoming.
Torry is best known for his season
as the host of Def Comedy Jam. The
St. Louis native is known for popu•

larizing the saying "Are y'all ready
for the next c.omedian?" to which the
audience
responds, ~...:...-----"Damn. Homecoming
is
he
Helper
funny?"
Torry
Event: Comedy Show
gained
Cost: $15, students;
populari•
$17.50. general admis•
ty as an
sion.
actor as
Date: Today.
the "twoPlace & Time: Cram•
min u I e
ton Auditorium, 8 p.m.
brother"
FYI:
Early ticket pur
in the hit
chasing
and arrival is
movie
strongly suggested.
"Poetic
Justice,"
in which L - - - - - - - - '

he co-starred with slain rapper Tupac
Shnkur and singer Janet Jackson.
Torry has also had guest roles in
NBC's hjt show, "ER." and in ABC's
popular police drama, "NYPD Blue."
Besides, Def Comedy Jam, Simply
Marvelous has made appearances on
BET's Comic View and has had
small roles in several movies.
"If you love 10 laugh, then this is the
show you should come to,'' said com•
edy show coordinator J.R. Dixon.
Last year. the show drew more than
a I000 people.
Students continue to rave about the
success of last year's event.
"If this year's show is anything like
last year's, I will definitely be in line
early to purchase my tickets," said
Anisha 'fyson, a senior political sci•

Pageant Highlights

ence major.
Dixon. who also coordinated last
year·s show, docs not think students
will be disappointed. "When 1 put
rhis show together. I had the students
in mind." Dixon said.
Additions to this year's event will be
a joke competiton and motorcycle
expedition. The joke competition
will allow members of the audience
to baule with Joe Torry. This will give
those amateur comedians out there a
chance 10 showcase their skills on
stage.
The motorcycle expedit ion will
have bikes on di~play for onlookers.
Early arrival is strongly suggested.
Photo 11) Chandr• Andcrwn
LJVoirnc tx~n Burke:. M1,, Colic'~ ur f.n~jnccring. Ar~.'l-~1lexltm! & Comput~t
Scien1.'\.'-' pl3)·~-d 1he tylophone during thi!- talent por,ion ol the \1r. .i.nd Ma,,
Ho-,.ud P:IJ;c•nt Frida} nigh!

Getting There: Rental Cars May Be Best Bet for Homecoming lravel
By CARLTON J ORDAN
Deputy Managing Editor
The best thing about Homecoming are all the festivities
that are happening around 1he city this weekend.
The most frustrating thing is trying 10 find a way there,
if you do not have a ride.
A way to get that "behind-the-wheel feeling" without
purchasing a new car, is to rent one forthe weekend. Rent•
ing a car is smart. convenient. and cheap.
However, before cruising the road in a rental, you have
to fulfill certain requirements. Each of the four major
rental companies in the area-Thrifty, Enterprise, Bud•
get and Dollar- require valid driver's licenses, major
credit cards, and drivers who are at least 21-years-old and
have good driving records.
Each company has a variety of cars and car sizes to meet
your needs. The economy and compact cars are the small·
est and cheapest vehicles you can rent. They seat four, but
you'd be belier off only rollin' two deep in these cars
because of lack of leg room for the back passengers. These
cars are usually something similar to a Chevy Metro or
Dodge Neon.
Then you have the intermediate. full-sire, premium,

standard. and luxury cars that comfortably seat four peo•
pie and are large enough for you and your friends to pro•
file. Depending on how "jiggy" you want to get depends
on which style you choose. These cars can range from a
Chevy Cavalier. Dodge Intrepid, Ford Mustang Coupe. to
a Lincoln TownCar.
The sports utility vehicles are going to cost you more.
but will guarantee ye, 1 some play this weekend. If you are
trying to floss.hard, these are the vehicles for you. You
can also pack all of your friends in these trucks and still
look like you are chillin' because they comfortably seat

..

1,

.,,

Take the Keys .
Call a Cab.

I,

Friends Don't
Let Friends
Drive Drunk

During Homecoming 2000
Please Be Safe.
It

seven passengers. They include Lincoln Navigators. Ford
Expeditions. and Dodge Durango's.
If you aren't satisfied with these car types and renting
these cars might seem a Jiu le beneath you. then there b
one car company that you may want 10 look at. Now I have
to warn you. these are for the professional ballers only.
The cars at Luxury Rental Car are in the "no joke" care•
gory. They have cveryrhing from Convertible BMW's to
Hummers. to Lamborghini Diablo's. If the cars here
don't satisfy your need for your own ride this weekend.

then maybe public transportation will do for you.
Each rental company had similar prices and only Enter•
prise had a weekend special. All cars were priced for the
dates of Oct 27-30. The prices do not include other fees
and taxes.
Enterprise. 5220 44'" St. N.W. (703) 661 - 8800
Economy: $32.97; !111er111ediare: $.19.97; Standard:
$65.97; Full Siu: $82.97; Premium: S98.97
Thrifty, 1001 12'h St. N.W. (202) 783· 0400
Compact/Economy Si~e: $89.97; Lit.wry: $179.97
Budget. 1620 L St. N.W.. I (800) 527-0700
Cmnpacr/Econ11111y • $128.97 L,m,ry-$239.97 Spons
Urility . $209.97
Dollar, Ronald Ragean Nation,,! Airport
Eco110111_\·: $86.97: Compacr: $95.97: /111ermedia1e:
S/02.97; Premium: S/62.97; Sport< Utiliry Vehicle:
$209.97
Luxury Car Rental. 1 (877) 850-2990
Be111/yAz11reConvenible:S5.!30; BMIVZJ: $527: Fer•
arl'i 355 Spider co11vertible: $.1,050; Rolls Royce Sfrer
Seraph Sedan: $4,860; Cadillac· E!calade: $807.00
Prices taken from the lntemet
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Bison Poised to Roast Norfolk State for Homecoming
By TYRONE McCANDIES
Hilltop Staff Writer
After gaining what could be the
biggest victory in school history, the
Bison turn their attention to homecoming and a struggling Norfolk State Spartan football team. The Bison (2-5, 2-2)
are coming off a big 17 -16 victory over
then 14th ranked North Carolina A&T
snapping the Aggies I 3 game conference unbeaten streak. Norfolk State,
coached by Mo Forte, are coming off a
42-14 drubbing at the hands of Florida
A&M.
Norfolk State will be coming into the
game with the 2nd rated defense in the
conference (allowing 224 yards a
game). This unit will be led by line-

backers Jelani Fair (42 tackles, 6 sacks,
and one interception) and Vaughn
McAfee (41 tackles, 3 sacks). They will
be joined by Matt Armstrong, who like
Fair has 42 tackles to lead a very formidable Spartan front seven. Offensively, the Spartans are last in the
MEAC. They play as many quarterbacks as possible, but look for Jon
Roberts to carry the load. Roberts have
thrown for 548 yards on 31 for 95 passing to go along with 7 interceptions and
three touchdowns. Look for receivers
Charles Burnette ( 14 catches, 280
yards, 2 tds) and Tyrone Sellers ( 15
catches, 239 yards, and one touchdown)
as Roberts' favorite targets. Running
Back Damian Smith is the brunt of
Norfolk tare's attack with 500 yards on

110 carries and 4 touchdowns.
Steve Wilson's Bison will be hype to
come out and bring the fight to the
Spartans. Bobby Townsend will direct
the attack for Howard. The senior signal caller has thrown for 1,294 yards on
71 of 152 passing. Jevonte Philpot leads
the receiving corps with 26 catches for
591 yards and 2 touchdowns. Also look
for Tauric Rice to grab a couple of passes himself, he has 19 catches and 257
yards with 2 tds. Rice also has a touchdown pass to add to his resume. Jermaine Hutchinson will keep the Spartans' defense on guard. Hutchinson
leads the team with 465 yards rushing
and 4 touchdowns. Defensively, the
Bison are led by linebacker Tracy
White. White leads the conference with

71 tackles, while intercepting 2 passes.
Oby Arab should be back with his 5
sacks and Damian Walker who has 38
· tackles and 2 sacks. In the secondary,
look for Brian McDonald (44 tackles)
to give opposing ball carriers nightmares.
The key for this week's game fot
Howard is to keep mistakes to a minimal. Mistakes almost cost Howard the
game against the Aggies. But, the Bison
faithful saw what the team can do if they
cut down on penalties and turnovers.
Norfolk State will have to find a way to
move the ball and not let Howard wear
them down by running the ball. Freshman Jay Colbert is averaging 140 all
purpose yards a game for the Bison.
Game time will be at noon.

I

''
I

..

Photo by Rodney Adam~
Sophomore Tracy White is sure to light up the field this week against the Spartans.

J
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University Police Prepare For 20,000 A Timeless Tradition
From Security, A I
harshly criticized. He claims there is
room for improvement in every
department of this university, including the student body.
"People must follow orders that
are given and when that systems
breaks and people don't conform,
there is chaos, disruption, and disorder."

Larry Frelow, property manager at
the West Plaza Towers, said extra
security will be hired to prevent a
replay of last week's disturbance. He

also said that 20 to 30 student volunteers will assist the security efforts.
"We expect security to do one
major job and that is to make sure that
the residents can enter without hassle," Frelow said. "Residents are
expected to use their Capstone cards
to enter the building and visitors are
expected to properly sign in and leave
their IDs at the front desk."
Extended visitation passes are
guaranteed to be dispersed on the
Thursday of this month to limit chaos.
Residents will be allowed four visi-

tors each. Frelow insists that there
will be strict rules and regulations to
maintain order in the buildings.
"Smoking and such is not prohibited. Parties in the building are
restricted. People can socialize, but
hopefully they can look at the many
activities that HUSA has provided for
them to attend and keep party activities outside of the building," Frelow
said. He added, "If rules are broken,
students will find another housing
accommodation."

For Bison, Fourth Quarter Spells Victory
From Football, Al
The Aggies had one last chance with I: 19 left on the
clock. In an act of desperation, the Aggies inserted quarterback Keith Matkins to attempt a miracle. However,
Bison free safety, Vontrae Long, sealed the Aggies fate as

I

he intercepted a pass to end the game.
"Nobody gave us a chance, but both our defense and
offense made plays when we needed them, and thats all
us coaches can ask for," said Wilson.

From Occasion, Al
This is Homecoming. A tin1e
when you go all out. It is a time
when you need more than two weeks
to prepare because you start partying
the week before, only to recover the
week after.
Homecoming is, missing classes,
and being on the Yard 24-7.
All this leads up to one football
game -the primary reason we gather. It is cheering your heart out,
feeling a renewed faith in the football
team after a heart-shattering, blood
pressure r1s1ng win over an overconfident team. You feel proud. You
know they played hard. You are on a
high, daring the Norfolk State Spartans to travel to Greene Stadium.

coming.

Hawthorne,
Smith Delight
In Shining
Moment at l
•
Pageant

Homecoming is inviting your
friends and cousins from back home
because you've already told them,
"Girl, it's going to be off the hook 1"
It doesn't matter that the Homecoming Steering Committee advertised
late and some information seems
confusing, all we needed was for
them to put things in motion. We will
make it a hype party ourselves.

From Pageant, AIO
,
"I think that anyone who wants to;
represent their school should be able'
to," she said. ''Tonight's outcome was
a prime example that just experience'
isn' t everything. You don't know,
what's going to happen. Not to say;
that I didn't excel, but this was (Val-'
lyn Smith's) time to shine. So, I do not
think that anyone should be exclud-

This is Bison territory. The Bison are
2-5 and although they struggled on
the road, home seems to be the right
ingredient for them. We get on the
Yard, and in the name of family, we
eat our soul food, see old friends, and
watch the antics. This is Home-
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24th

25th

26th

27th

28th

Bet On Jazz Restau-

Hip-Hop Concert featur-

Marc Barnes presents

Back in the Day Con-

The Caribbean Stu-

rant, 730 11th St. NW.
For information, call
(202) 393-0975. George
V. Johnson will be fealured as entertainment.

ing Soulstice & Scrambles,
Phinam, Afi,
Ressurectedamoon, Wild
flower and Meat Joy. Located at Art-0-Matic, 4500
Wisconsin Ave. NW. The
show will start at 7 p.m.
The event is free. For more
information, contact (202)
756-4101.

"Let's Do it Again" with
special guest, Jill Scott.
Tickets from previous
show will not be honored.
The performance will be
held at the Nation nightclub. The club is located
directly off the South
Capitol exit of 1-395 and
one block from the Navy
Yard metro. Tickets on
sale now for $10.

cert, featuring The Manhattans, The Chi-Lites,
Ray, Goodman, & Brown.
Cramton Auditorium.
Showtime is 7pm.

dents Association will
present the Homecoming
Millennium Splash. The

venue is B&G, 900 U. St,

29th
DC Live, 932 F. St,
NW, will present College
Night. You must be 18 or
older. For more information, call (202) 347-7200.

NW. Tickets are $15
before 12 p.m. For tickets
and information, call (202)
806-6915.

TUESDAY, 24TH -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- FRIDAY, 27TH ---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·Back in the Day Concert, featuring The Manhattans, The Chi-Lites, Ray, Goodman, &

Bet On Jazz Restaurant, 730 11th St. NW. For information, call (202) 393-0975. George V.

Brown. Cramton Auditorium. Showtime is 7pm.

Johnson will be featured as entertainment.

The Homecoming Midnight Millennium Cruise will be departing from the waterfront at

Kwame Alexander will read and sign copies of his poetry at Barnes & Noble. It will include
an open mike poetry reading. The bookstore is located at 12089 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Md.
The show will begin at 7:30pm. Admission is free. For more information, (301) 881-0237.

The State of the Union, 1357 U St. NW, will host performing artists: J-Mic, Ro-Gizz, Smoke,
N.A,T.O., Face, J-Mill, Black Mo & Da Company and NOVA, The show is from 9 p.m. to 2
a.m. There is a $5 cover charge and ladies are free until 11 p.m. The attire is come as you are.

'

Gangplank Marina at midnight. The boarding time is 11 :30 p.m. and the cruise time is 12:30
a.m. to 2:30 a.m. There is a complimentary dinner buffet and cash bar. You must be 21 and
older. The cost is $50 per person and $90 per couple. Tickets are on sale at Ticketmaster and
Cramton Auditorium.

Hip Hop at the Ritz Night Club. Mad Power Unit presents hip hop at the Ritz. There is a
Hip Hop Happy Hour from 5-10 p.m. with DJ Kay Slay and Goldfinger. The party is from
lOp.m.-2 a.m. and live performances will be announced. From 2 a.m. to 10 a.m., DJ Big Kap
will host and there will be performances by Capone and N oreaga, Musolinni N Maze, and
Smash Task.

WEDNESDAY, 25TH - .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .- .Bet On Jazz Restaurant will showcase the Will Smith Quartet. The club is located at 730 11th
St. NW. For more information, call (202) 393-0975.

SATURDAY, 28TH -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Hip-Hop Concert featuring Soulstice & Scrambles, Phinam, Afi, Ressurectedamoon, Wild
flower and Meat Joy. Located at Art-0-Matic, 4500 Wisconsin Ave. NW. The show will start at 7
p.m. The event is free. For more information, contact (202) 756-4101.

THURSDAY, 267 n-·-·-·-·- ·-·-· -·-·-·-·-·-·-· -·-· ----Marc Barnes presents "Let's Do it Again" with special guest, Jill Scott. Tickets from previous show will not be honored. The performance will be held at the Nation nightclub. The club
is located directly off the South Capitol exit of 1-395 and one block from the Navy Yard metro.
Tickets on sale now for $10.
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Ubiquity, Inc. will host the Red and Black Gala. The event will benefit he Howard University
Center for Sickle Cell. Artists performing include: Fertile Ground and R & B group, 99%.
There will be drumming and dancing by Nanfoule'. Hors d' oeuvres will be served and there
will be a cash bar. It will begin at 7 p.m. at the Embassy of Ghana, 3512 International Drive,
NW, Washington, DC. The attire is cocktail dress. The colors black and red and African attire
are encouraged.

Soul Sensations will present Def Squad, David Hollister, Ruff Endz, Slyver Logan Sharp,
Toi, F.T.N. Clique at the Bohemia Cavern, 2001 U. St, NW. The doors will open at 9 p.m. and
the show begins at 11 :30 p.m. There is a no sneakers, sweats, or blue jeans dress code.
The Ultimate Howard University Alumni Reunion will be held at Club Element. Element is
located at 714 6th St. behind the MCI Center. The party is from 9 p.m. until. Biz Markie will
control the turntables. Hosts for the evening include: Sean "Puffy" Combs, Ananda Lewis,
Laz Alonso, AJ Calloway, and Steph Lover. For more information, log on to
www.socialstep.com.

The Ritz will host its annual 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. party. The Ritz is located at 919 E. St, NW,
The event is presented by the Mad Power Unit.

The Caribbean Students Association will present the Homecoming Millennium Splash.
The venue is B&G, 900 U. St, NW. Tickets are $15 before 12 p.m. For tickets and information, call (202) 806-6915.

THE OFFICIAL
STEPSHOW
AFTERPARTY
by

SUNDAY, 29TH -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·DC Live, 932 F. St, NW, will present College Night. You must be 18 or older. For more
information, call (202) 347-7200.
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Don't Forget to pick up the
regular issue of
The Hilltop on Friday
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The Hilltop
Be Heard.
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Downstairs
2009 8th St_ NVV WD
(202) 667-7750

llpm-until

Change YOUR World!

18 to party
21 to drink

ALL LADIES FREE b/4 12Mid
& Fellas $5 b/4 12am
w/stepshow tix stub

2401 Pennsylvania Ave.
Suite G
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THE HILLTOP
Attn: Anita Barksdale
2251 Sherman Avenue N.W.
Washington, DC 20001
For more details call 202-806-6866
or email us at thehilltop@hotmail.com
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Homecoming Jubilation
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Carlton Jordan

y Last Homecoming
At Howard University
t Homecoming '96, I struggled my way
through a crowd of people at the Yard
Fest to
get an autograph from rapper, Foxxy Brown. I
remember her bodyguard, a big burly brother,
pushed me back because I took the initiative to
get a closer look at the Ill Na Na. It was a historic moment for me. I was a young freshman,
anxious to experience everything I'd heard that
happens on that last weekend in October at
Howard. I was untainted by whispers from
upperclassman on how wack Homecoming
would be and unaware of the fact that Homecoming, the previous year was probably better.
But none of that would've mattered to me anyway, I was here, I had arrived, and I was going
to enjoy this moment no matter what My expectations were high, but I really didn't know what
to expect or where to go. All I knew was there
was sh*t happening and I'd be there.
To those of us that have been here since '96,
Homecomings have come and gone like the
weekend. But yet and still the crowd never fails
to show up, faithfully, ready to see what Howard
has to show for itself. Each year I see the excitement of my freshman year reflected in the
newest class. I observe excited alumni pointing
around talking about, "Remember when we
used to chill in front of Blackburn?" And those
same apathetic, pessimistic students that proclaim, "Homecoming ain't sh*t" are the first in
line to buy Step Show tickets.
Now it's 2000, and Genesis2000: A New Beginning is attempting to create those "Foxxy
Brown" moments for Howard students. And I'm
still here, but not that overzealous freshman of
yesteryear ready to hop on the shuttle bus to the

Ritz. Homecoming means a lot more to me
now. I guess because now Howard has become
my home. The place where I fought to get validated, learned humility, battled with patience,
cried over the death of Prince Jones, rallied in
front of the A-Building, made late night trips
to McDonalds, realized I was now a man.
Howard is now more than the school I sent my
SXI' scores. It is now a part of my life. My experiences here have molded me to be the person
I am now. The excitement of this year's Homecoming game is not because I know it'll be "off
the hook", but because it's also a "A New
Beginning" for me also. There will be more
forks in the road, more long nights of introspection, and I still haven't completely mastered
patience. But once a year, I know that I will be
able to come back to the place I called home for
four years. I probably won't care who is at the
concert, or how bad the Fashion Show might be.
But most likely, I 'II be one of those homesick
alumni you see having dramatic reunions on
the Yard, or maybe attending Alumni breakfasts' happy to see old classmates and friends,
who now are married, working, and have kids.
As the day nears to when I have to pack up and
leave campus, Homecomings become more
special and the significance of them, after four
years has finally been realized. I love you
Howard.

Carlton Jordan is a senior majoring in Film. He
is the Assistant Managing Editor of the Special
Homecoming Issue. He can be reached at thehilltop@hotmail.com.

For Howard Students,
It's a uestion of Spirit
does not promote team spirit to its
full potential. Everyone is not aware
By SYREETA SPEARS
of the free tickets to the football game
Hilltop Staff Writer
that are available at the Blackburn
Center because it is not heavily proBelieve it or not we are in the mid- moted and therefore some students
dle of Homecoming week and many miss out Bennett says that there are
students have yet to feel the Home- many ways the university can help
coming "spirit" that usually perme- promote school spirit "Maybe we
should have bigger pep rallies, more
ates throughout campus during this
signs, more functions, and definiteannual time of the year.
Students like junior Political Sci- !y more free things for the students
ence major,Jamal Osaze, feel that because the truth is [students] do not
have any money," Bennett said.
there is no reason to have school
spirit "The team is not any good
There are a few students that do
and they are not winning, so there is have the job of promoting team spirno reason to have any team spirit I it Senior and Bison band memthink that if they went out and recruit- · ber,Ebony Elijah, says:
ed some good players they would
"It doesn't matter how bad the team
win more games and more people is losing, I'm always cheering hard.
would come," Osaze said.
Winning or losing is something that
Unfortunately many students the comes along with the job. The band
Hilltop spoke to felt this way. With is always hype, but I don't think that
Homecoming right around the cor- the crowd always feels that," says
ner, team spirit doesn't seem to be Eljah,"but some things that we try to
picking up. Some may attribute the do, is to incorporate the crowd into
lack of support by the abscense of whatever it is that we're doing and we
posters announcing Homecoming have things like Java or Get Up which
events. The Ooh La La Girls, cheer- the crowd loves and if we play that
whether the team is losing, they
leaders, band members, or football
players have not been on campus get- know that its time to get hype and trip
ting students pumped up for the up the other team."
But not all student show a lack of
game. The campus seems to be going
about it's everyday routine not con- team spirit Freshman Courtney Taylor, theater arts major says that she
cerned with the l;lomecomingevents.
Some students such as Senior.Rick attends most of the games and is
Bennett, say that the University itself really pumped. Although she did not

THE

JUDGED BEST NEWSPAPER AT

2000 HBCU NEWSPAPER CONFERENCE.
hear any campus "buzz" regarding
Homecoming, she's confident that
her fellow Bison will support the
tea1n. "I went to Midnight Madness
and you could see how everybody
was really involved," says Taylor. To
help show team spirit, she plans on
wearing her HU sweatshirt
Through the disappointing losses
throughout the season, some football players feel that they have no
campus support due to the lack of
team spirit. Damian Walker, defensive line captain, thinks the football
team's spirit is fine: its the student
body that lacks the spirit. "As a
whole, I don't think that our school
supports us as a team too often. It
seems that people will just show up
to the games only if it's a big game
or away in New York just to hang out,
but that's also because we ain't been
winning a lot," Walker said. Walker
says to evoke team spirit the team
would have to win some games first
"If we were winning games I don't
think that we would have a problem
with team spirit."
There are ways to show school your
school spirit this Homecoming if you
really want to support the football
team. But if you are like a lot of students you might need to be convinced
it will be worth your time.
Everyone can show their school
spirit at the Pep Rally on Friday,
October 27, at 6:00pm on the Yard.
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Articles on the Perspectives page represent the
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views of the authors and do not reflect the editorial
stance of the Hilltop Editorial board.
To submit Perspectives, call Michael at 202-806-6866

,·

Now in its 76th year, The Hilltop is written and produced every Friday by the students of Howard University. With a readership of 11i,ore
than 10,000 students and community members, the Hilltop is the largest black collegiate newspaper in the nation.
~
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the The Hilltop Editorial Board and do not directly reflect the opinion of
Howard University, its Administration, individual Hilltop Policy Board members, or the student body. The opinions expressed on the Per- '
spectives page are those of the writers and do not represent the view of the Editorial Board.
The Hilltop encourages you to share your opinions on articles published in the newspaper. Tht;; Hilltop Editorial Board reserves the right
to edit letters for space and gran1matical errors. All letters should be typed, signed and include a complete address and telephone number.
Please send letters to: 2251 Sherman Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20001. Questions, comments and letters can also be sent via email to:
thehilltop@hotmail.com.
The deadline to submit ads to the paper is the Friday preceding publication.The advertising department can be reached at (202) 806-6867.
The editor can be reached at (202) 806-4748.
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Staff Writer
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Staff Writer
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Business Manager
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Deputy Managing Editor;
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Denise Caldwell
Staff Writer
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Jozen Cummings
Staff Writer

Tiffany Browne
Staff Writer

These are the students who produced this special Tuesday issue.
Mirroring the growth and change of the Howard University community, The Hilltop has plans to expand as well.
Soon, you'll be able to pick up The Hilltop every Tuesday and Friday. You'll be able to read more stoties relating
to your community, your school and your life.

The Hilltop.
Still the Nation's Largest and Best
Black Student Newspaper.

